Hexagonal Doily
Size 20 thread
R: = Ring
Ch: = Chain
Ds = tatted stitch (double stitch)
P = Picot
P’s = Picots
Sep = separated
Cl – close Ring
RW = Reverse work
Prev = previous
Lj = join made by shuttle thread onto a picot (usually done to attach a chain to a picot on a previous chain)

Row1: R of 2ds 6p sep by 4ds, 2ds, Cl, tie - cut and sew in ends on wrong side
Row2: *R1: 4ds, join to any of the prev row p’s, 4ds, Cl, RW
Ch: 4ds, 2p sep by 4ds, 4ds, RW**
Repeat from * to ** 5 more times so you have 6 rings and 6 chains, join the last chain to the base of R1 - Cut,
tie and sew ends
Row3: Join by Lj to the 1st p of the prev chain [reverse side]
*Ch1: 3ds, p, 3ds, join by Lj to next p on same chain
Ch2: 3ds, 2p’s sep by 3ds, 3ds, join by Lj to next 1p of next chain**
Repeat from * to ** until back to Ch1, secure to same p as at the start - Cut, tie and sew ends
Row4: Join by Lj to the p of Ch1 of the prev row [reverse side]
*Ch1: 4ds, p, 4ds, Lj to 1st p of Ch2 (prev row)
Ch2: 4ds, Lj to next p on same Ch
Ch3: 4ds, p, 4ds Lj to p on next chain**
Repeat from * to ** until back to Ch 1 - Cut, tie ad sew ends
Row5: *R1: 4ds, join to 1st p of prev row, 4ds, Cl RW
Ch1: 5ds, p, 5ds, RW
R2: 4ds, join to 2nd p of prev row, 4ds, Cl RW
Ch2: 5ds, 3p’s sep by 5ds, 5ds, RW*
Repeat from * to ** until back to base of R1 - Cut, tie and sew ends
Row6: Join to the p on the prev row (one that is on a chain on its own) [reverse side]
*Ch1: 3ds, 2p sep by 3ds, 3ds, Lj to next p
Ch2: 3ds, p, 3ds Lj to next p on same chain (twice), Lj to next p
Ch3: 3ds, 2p sep by 3ds, 3ds
**Repeat from * to ** until the beginning of this row - Cut, tie and sew ends

Row7 Join to the 1st p on the prev row (the 2nd chain that has 2 picots) [reverse side]
*Ch1:2ds, p, 2ds, Lj to next p, 3ds, p, 3ds, LJ to the next p
Ch2: 4ds, p, 4ds, Lj to next p3ds, p, 3ds, Lj to next p
Ch3: 2ds, p, 2ds, Lj to next p, 3ds, p, 3ds
** Repeat from * to ** until the beginning of this row - Cut, tie and sew ends
Row8 R1: 4ds, p, 4ds join to p of large chain on prev row, 4ds, p, 4ds, Cl RW
*Ch1: 3ds, 4 p sep by 3ds, 3ds, RW
(R2: 4ds join to next p on prev row, 4ds, cl, RW – Ch2: 3ds, p, 3ds, RW) 4 times
R3:4ds join to next p, 4ds (this makes a corner) **
Repeat from * to ** until back to base of R1 - Cut, tie and sew ends
Row9 R1: 4ds, join to second p of 1st large ch on prev row (on left Right side) 4ds Cl, RW
*Ch1: 3ds, 3p sep by3ds, 3ds, RW
R2: 4ds, miss 1p and join to the next p, 4ds, join to next p, 4ds, Cl, RW
Ch2: 3ds, 7p sep by 3ds, 3ds, RW
R3: 4ds, miss 2p, join to next p, 4ds, join to next p, 4ds, Cl, RW
Ch3: 3ds, 3p sep by 3ds, 3ds RW
R4: 4ds, miss 1p join to next p, 4ds, Cl, RW
Ch4: 3ds, 3p sep by3ds, 3ds, RW
R5: 4ds, miss 1p and join to the next p, 4ds, join to next p, 4ds, Cl, RW**
Repeat from * to ** until back to base of R1 - Cut, tie and sew ends
Row10 Lj to 1st p on large chain of prev row [reverse side]
*Ch1: 2ds, p, 4ds, p, 2ds, miss 1p, Lj to next p**
Repeat from * to ** until the beg of this row - Cut, tie and sew ends
Row11 Lj to 1st and last of prev row (at either side of R3 on prev row (one on Right side) [reverse side]
*Ch:1 (2ds, p, 2ds, Lj to next p) 4 times
Ch2: 2ds, p, 2ds, Lj to next 2 p’s (double join)
Ch3: (2ds, p, 2ds, Lj to next p) 8 times
Ch4: Ch2: 2ds, p, 2ds, Lj to next 2 p’s (double join) **
Repeat from * to ** until the beg of this row - Cut, tie and sew ends
Row12: Lj to 1st and last of prev row (at same place Row11 was started) [reverse side]
*Ch:1 (3ds, p, 3ds, Lj to next p) 3 times
Ch2: 3ds, p, 3ds, Lj to next 2 p’s (double join)
Ch3: (3ds, p, 3ds, Lj to next p) 7 times
Ch4: Ch2: 2ds, p, 2ds, Lj to next 2 p’s (double join) **
Repeat from * to ** until the beg of this row - Cut, tie and sew ends
Row13: R1: 4ds, p, 4ds, join to 1st p on prev row (at double join)4ds, join to next p, 4ds, p, 4ds, Cl, RW
*Ch1: 3ds, 9p sep by 3ds, 3ds, RW
R2: 4ds, p, 4ds, miss 2 p and join to next p, 4ds, join to next p, 4ds, p, 4ds, Cl, RW**
Repeat from * to ** until back to base of R1 - Cut, tie and sew ends

Row14 Lj to the 2nd p of the prev chain [reverse side]
*Ch1: 4ds, 2 p sep by 4ds, 4ds, miss 2 p and Lj to next p of chain) twice
Ch2: 4ds, p, 4ds, miss 2 p and Lj to next p**
Repeat from * to ** until the beg of this row - Cut, tie and sew ends
Row15 R1: 4ds, p, 4ds, Lj to 1st small chain with single p on prev row, 4ds, p, 4ds, Cl, RW (make sure it matches up to
the corner of Row 8)
*Ch1: 4ds, 3p sep by 4ds, Lj to next p
Ch2: (2ds, p, 2ds Lj to next p, 3ds, p, 3ds, Lj to next p) 6 times
Ch:3 2ds, p, 2ds, Lj to next p
Ch4: 4ds, 3p sep by 4ds, 4ds, RW**
R2: 4ds, p4ds, join to next p, 4ds, p, 4ds, Cl, RW
Repeat from * to ** until back to base of R1 - Cut, tie and sew ends
Row16 R1: 4ds, join to 1st p of 1st Ch of prev row, 4ds, Cl, RW
Ch1: (4ds, p, 4ds, RW – R2: 4ds, p, 4ds, join to next p, 4ds, Cl, RW) twice
*Ch2: 4ds, p, 4ds, RW
R3: 4ds, miss next p join to next p, 4ds, Cl, RW
Ch3: (2ds, p, 2ds, RW – R4: 4ds, join to next p, 4ds, Cl, RW) 10 times
Ch4: 4ds, p, 4ds, RW
R5: 4ds, miss next p, join to next p, 4ds, Cl, RW
Ch5: (4ds, p, 4ds, RW – R6: 4ds, p, 4ds, join to next p, 4ds, Cl, RW) 5 times
Repeat from * ending last repeat with;
(Ch6: 4ds, p, 4ds, RW – R: 4ds, join tot next p, 4ds, Cl, RW) twice
Ch7: 4ds, p, 4ds
Join to base of 1st ring - Cut, tie and sew ends
Row17 Lj to p on 1st chain of prev row [reverse side]
Ch1: (5ds, p, 5ds, Lj to next p) twice
*Ch2: (2ds, p, 2ds, Lj to next p) 3 times
Ch3: (3ds, p, 3ds, Lj to next p) 5 times
Ch4: (2ds, p, 2ds, Lj to next p) 3 times**
Ch5: (5ds, p, 5ds, Lj to next p) 6 times
Repeat from * to ** ending last repeat at **
Ch6: (5ds, p, 5ds, Lj to next p) 4 times,
Join last Ch to 1st Chain - Cut, tie and sew ends

